CATTLEBOSS DA32

32’ DOUBLE ALLEY

- 16’ Double Alleyway with 8’ Alley Sort
- Fold Down 8’ Section with Swing Out Panels to Connect to Chute
- Rumber Flooring
- 32” Sheeted Divider with 4 Strands of Cable Above Divider
  Cattle are able to maintain eye contact going through alleyway
- 3 Can’t Backs in each Alleyway
- Rear Mounted Lights

Dimensions:
- Length 32’
- Width 67”
- Height 101”
Rear Views Showing:
*Rumber Flooring
*Rear Mounted Lights
*Can’t Backs in Alleyway
*Center Divider is 60” tall

2-8’ Panels fold out (1 per side) to make an additional 8’ Alleyway

Fold-down floor